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Course Length: 4 Hours 

Cooperative Driving for Company Drivers 
[Formerly Defensive Driving] 

For many years, workplace fatalities was from transportation-
related accidents has steadily increased.  As more and more 
people are required to spend time behind the wheel, the likelihood 
of being involved in a work-related accident increases dramatically. 

Topics Include: developing a proactive approach to driving for company drivers - one that is cooperative, 
rather than reactive or merely defensive. Participants will be introduced to the Five Steps to Cooperative 
Driving: Preparing as a Driver, Vehicle Inspections, Creating & Maintaining Safety Zones, Effective 
Communication Strategies, and Proactive Driving Techniques. Included are discussions about preparing 
to drive, how to assess risks, maintaining safety zones and proactive driving techniques. 

• Learning Outcomes:

Upon successful completion of this course, participants will: 

1. Understand the principals of cooperative driving
2. Know how to properly prepare for driving, including performing a vehicle inspection
3. Be able to recognize perceived versus real risk and assess threat levels
4. Know how to calculate safe stopping distances
5. Recognize how to create and maintain a "Safety Zone"
6. Understand the 5 Principles of Cooperative Driving
7. Know how to deal with emergency situations
8. Be familiar with collision-avoidance techniques
9. Understand how to deal with aggressive drivers and road rage

Evaluation 

This is an awareness course and has no written test. Participants will receive a certificate of participation. 
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Who Should / Must Attend This Course: 

• All workers who must drive a vehicle to perform all or part of
their job

• Supervisors of workers who must drive a vehicle on behalf of
the company

Additional Information about this Course: 

• Companies that require their personnel to spend time on the road should carefully consider
whether a one-time, “regular" driver's license course is enough training to reduce the risk of injuries
or fatalities, or to be considered as due diligence.

• HASCO also provides optional in-cab or in-car Driver Assessments, evaluating the actual
performance of company drivers.

• In-vehicle Driver Assessments can be arranged as an additional option to augment this training.
These assessments are not covered in the cost of the Cooperative Driver training program.

HASCO Customers of this course were even MORE impressed when they purchased: 

1. Supervisor OH&S Awareness
2. Worker Safety Awareness
3. Bucket Truck Certification
4. Mobile Crane Certification
5. Workplace Violence, Harassment & Discrimination Awareness

A Certified Training & Development Professional created this course….because your employees deserve the BEST! 

For more information on HASCO Instructor-Led Training, 

please contact:  519-644-2939   /  1-855-HASCO-CA (427-2622)

Info@HASCO.ca / www.HASCO.ca  
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